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Power supplies description

This document is intended to aid a kit builder build a power supply to suit a Lint product
including the Legend 2, the Lintone phono stage and the Lint Three phono stage.

As well as create a power supply for the bench.

You will require 24 volts DC and also 18 volts DC for a phono stage.

Types of power supplies discussed here

The Meanwell proprietary switch mode power supply

The classic LM317 and its associated rectifier circuit

Shunt power supplies

Wall warts and modification

Battery power supplies

Dual charging circuits

Phono charging circuits



Meanwell switch mode power supply

Lint audio supply a acrylic housing kit to suit the very common Meanwell LRS 50 -24 Power supply.
available from both Mantech and Current automation

Here are the details available from https://www.mantech.co.za/ProductInfo.aspx?Item=372M1154



Lint Dual power supply

The unit has two outputs, 24 volts DC for the Legend and 18 volts DC for the phono stages

Standard IEC mains input with 2 x 2,1 mm DC jack outputs



Benefits and drawbacks of a switch mode power supply

Following are the advantages of a switch mode power supply (SMPS) are,

Price !
The switch mode power supply is small in size.
The SMPS has light weight.
It has a better power efficiency typically 60 to 70 percent.
It has a strong anti interference.
SMPS has wide output range.
Low heat generation in SMPS.

Following are the disadvantages of a switch mode power supply (SMPS) are,

The switch mode power supply (SMPS) is more complex.
The SMPS has higher output ripple and its regulation is worse.
It has only one output voltage.
It has high frequency electrical noise.
SMPS also cause harmonic distortion.

But it works and may be tweaked, a quick up and running solution at a reasonable price

However, it is not perfect…



I won't go into much detail here, this is a linear regulator, has been around for many years, most people
who have even the basics of electronics will have encountered at some stage the Legendary LM317
and its fixed voltage regulator cousin the LM 78 ** series. These are also available in smps versions.

Most kit builders will enjoy creating such a power supply with much information on the internet.

These perform very well and are relatively noise free in use, may even be adjustable in a bench environment.

Lint audio 2020

Classic LM317 Linear regulator circuit

They lose voltage by means of heat dissipation…



Linear power supplies are a very familiar power supply since they were the normal standard 
before switch mode power supplies were introduced into the power supply industry. These 
power supplies have many benefits and drawbacks depending on the intended application.

Advantages for linear mode power supplies include simplicity, reliability, low noise levels and 
low cost. These power supplies, also known as linear regulators (LR), have a very simple design in 
that they require few components making it an easy device for design engineers to work with. 
This simplistic design makes linear power supplies more reliable because the low complexity 
level does not allow for many issues to arise. A performance advantage of linear mode power 
supplies is that they are relatively noise-free. Linear regulators have a low output voltage ripple 
making them best suitable for applications where noise-sensitivity is essential. 

A final advantage to linear power supplies is their overall cost-effectiveness because they 
contain a low number of components making them a preferred power supply option if a linear 
regulator solution suits the application’s requirements.

What are the advantages of linear power supplies?

LM 317t LM 317k

DONT FORGET THE HEAT SINK !



Shunt power supplies

What does a shunt regulator do?

The shunt regulator or shunt voltage regulator is a form of voltage regulator where the 
regulating element shunts the current to ground. The shunt regulator operates by maintaining 
a constant voltage across its terminals and it takes up the surplus current to maintain 
the voltage across the load. Lint audio will have a version available in kit form early 2021. Two 
outputs one for the Legend and the second for the phono stage.

The trusty wall wart !

This is the unit that we hate to love and love to hate…

Firstly it works and well but has its challenges and maybe 
overcome by a simple modification.

Simply buy a new DC jack, then place a 2r7 resistor on the
ground line in the plug..

Not perfect but it works. And of course cheap…

Be careful when choosing these power supplies. Desktop 
supplies also work well. But NOT by any means perfect.



You want pure DC then buy a battery !

As designers we all try to get the best design for the buck, unfortunately we live in the real world.

So we have to make compromises. However, the trusty battery is used to provide pure DC. 

As an example, our Lintone phono stage is battery powered, reason is cost, pure DC with a 
outstanding lack of noise and lasts 100 hrs. Perfect.

So why not make a pair of SLA batteries to run a Legend2, cant beat the DC supply with any amount of
electronic tricks. It does however run out of steam when its voltage drops too low. Easy fit a voltmeter !

So how do we do this ?

Firstly find two matching 12 volt batteries, these may be wired in series and must have a fuse, put a DC jack
plug and away you go. Simple..

But this may be improved on, not expensive. Charge in parallel and discharge in series by means of
two relays and a toggle switch. Improve this design by inserting a regulator known as a Pb137 and a 
on off switch and you have a charging circuit. Must have fuses and a voltmeter.

The attached circuit has been used in our phono stage, to illustrate how to make a simple
change over circuit with components found in the stash cupboard. Thats kit building !



Example of circuit of two battery charger 

This circuit is for guidelines only and in this case uses LM317 constant voltage and constant 
current mode. But the main change over circuit is for guidelines. A Pb137 will perform similar function.



The Lintone power supply, perfect DC !



Conclusion

A power supply is a must have for any piece of equipment, you may have inherited a stash of 
parts from many sources. The options as a kit builder allow you to individually cater for personal 
needs. Also allowing for future growth in your systems.

Many other options are available on the web, This is just a guide and allow you to make choices.

Now you can rock the daisies !

Brought to you by 

Paul Lintott

Lint Audio

Ballito, 2020

Enjoy !


